Technical Application Bulletin (TAB)

Dry Fit Instructions

TOOLS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

6/9/2017

Dry Fit Templates (enclosed)
Scissors
Sharpie Marker
Worksheet (enclosed)

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use scissors to cut out each templated part leaving as much clear Vinyl Film as possible around each
part in case you need to mark a size increase.
2. Place each part on your boat in the exact position to which it will be applied. If there is a molded in
pattern on your boat, the parts should be aligned to the pattern or extend ¼” past to a smooth
surface.
3. Verify each piece fits.
4. If your pads will have a pattern such as teak lines, please verify the pattern alignment from part to
part.
5. If a change is needed, show the change clearly with your marker.
6. If a size increase is needed beyond the space left after cutting out each part, you can attach more
Vinyl Film to the edge and tape from the underside. Then make your tracing.
7. Revisions should be made clearly as possible so that additional revisions will not be required.
8. When all revisions are complete, please fill out the Dry Fit Information Sheet and mail the clear Vinyl
Film and paperwork back to SeaDek Marine Products.
9. Once your package is received and scanned into our system you will receive an email confirmation
with your expected lead time.
- If you do not have an active order, you will be emailed a quote for your project. Your project
will not start until you call in to place your deposit.
10. If no changes are required there is no need to send the dry fits back. Sending the dry fits could cause
confusion and may delay processing time.
11. If dry fits are correct “as is” then you can simply reply to your original “drawing approval email” and
follow the instructions provided by the sales representative.
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